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ABSTRACT 

In the press tool shop the productivity is the main stream especially in the case of products which needs 

more than one operation. To increase the productivity, modern day press tool shops are using Compound 

Dies. These dies are generally preferable to perform one stroke operation. This study aims to reveal the 

design and analysis of the various parts of the compound die such as blanking die and punch; piercing die 

and punch. For this an attempt has made to design and analyse the compound die for strips of Aluminium 

(4032-T6) of 1mm thickness. The present study includes the discussion on the material of strips, stress 

analysis and displacement analysis of the various parts of the compound die. 

Keywords: Blanking, Piercing, Compound Die, Press tool 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The manufacturing assiduity plays a vital part in the GDP of a country. In utmost of the manufacturing 

diligence whether it's the machine assiduity, aircraft assiduity, HVAC assiduity or any other assiduity the 

distance essence forming processes play a vital part. And as our knowledge of wisdom and technology 

becomes more advanced, unborn technology will be indeed more effective to meet the need for high 

productivity, cheap price, and lesser delicacy. still, indeed the rearmost technological advancements 

haven't replaced the introductory distance essence forming processes and dies. distance essence dies are 

used for both periodical and mass product. Their rates are high productivity, optimal material operation, 

lower conservation, unskilled workers are also enough, and they're provident. factors made from distance 
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essence have numerous advantages that as good delicacy of dimension, high strength, and a range of sizes 

are possible to manufacture.  

 In moment's request, there's a constantly adding need to make products more snappily, with further 

quality, at the smallest possible cost, thus Fast, Good and Cheap. Then Fast refers to the time needed to 

deliver the product, good is the quality of the final product, and Cheap refers to the total cost of designing 

and erecting the product.  

 Hence, it's necessary to take care of all of its operations in such a way that all the coffers are employed 

efficiently. exploration on press tool manufacturing diligence shows that productivity reduces as the 

number of operations to be performed to get the finished product increases. piecemeal from this other 

factor that impacts the productivity in the press tool shops are the press tool heftiness capacity, stroke 

length, material to be cut, no. of operations per stroke, etc.  

In the press tool, there are substantially three types of dies i.e. 

A. Simple Die; 

B. Compound Die  

C. Progressive Die.  

A) Simple Die 

Also known as a single operation die, a simple bone is a shaping tool that performs one operation per press 

slide stroke. This type of dying is generally used for lower operations in the plant. For illustration, it may 

be useful for the manufacturing of simple essence corridor. The benefit of a simple bones is that it’s an 

excellent option if you ’re looking for a tool that can handle blanking and piercing jobs. It consists of a 

bones block and stripper plate, which hold onto the essence distance while the punch cuts a hole and 

removes the blanks. The main strike is that the simple bones is less effective and less suited for larger 

operations than other dies.  
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B) Compound Die  

 For further demanding or complex blanking and piercing operations, a emulsion bones can do the job 

briskly. Rather than handling just one operation at a time, the emulsion bones can contemporaneously 

complete the blanking and piercing processes. The emulsion bones is less useful for bending and forming 

operations, and it tends to bear a advanced position of force than some of the other options. That said, it’s 

a more cost-effective option than the simple bones when it comes to manufacturing washers and other flat 

essence corridor.   

C) Progressive Die 

The progressive bones is most generally used in press tool shops as it's stylish suited for custom- fit 

products which bear further than one operation in series. In the progressive bones, one can perform the 

piercing, blanking, bending, forming, entwining and conniving,etc. by using the single bones. These types 

of dies are having an advantage over dies which are substantially designed for single functions and 

performed only a single action on the workpiece in one stroke. Whereas while reviewing the progressive 

dies, the no of operations (further than one) is performed contemporaneously on the workpieces during 

the one stroke of the tool movement. In the press tool operation using a progressive bone, the raw material 

in the form of wastes is originally kept at the machine bed and further, pushed in a forward stir to perform 

the needed operations. At last, there's the Cut-off medium which eventually terminates(separates) the part 

from the distance. The mileage of progressive bones will help the press tool in adding productivity and 

reduction in product lead time. This further will help in saving the cost by minimizing the process running 

of accoutrements.  

For designing emulsion dies, there are numerous tools available in the request similar as AUTOCAD, 

CATIA, SIEMENS NX, SolidWorks, etc. In the present study, SolidWorks is used. It's generally 

appertained to as designing the corridor in 3- confines. SolidWorks helps in sketching the complex shape 

products corridor with dimension and other trial analysis. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Literature Review 
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1. Pushpak Kalokhe.et.al. (2021). In this paper Design and analysis of piercing tools were done. A 

different construction of press tools resulted in different operations specifically blanking, bending, 

piercing, forming, drawing, cutting off, parting off, embossing, coining, notching, shaving, 

lancing, dinking, perforating, trimming, curling etcetera usually metals having thickness under 

6mm we thought of as strip. During this work, a true time design of an easy piercing press tool and 

manufacturing of an epitome is made at the side of static analysis of punch wherever the output 

could be a pierce hole and notch hole. 

2. Arun deep Murugan.et.al. (2021). In this paper, they studied the Stages of designing the UAV 

and the principles of compound die design. The preparatory quality of the UAV and also the benefit 

of launch and access received support within the Naval force in addition to the goals of verifying 

a natural intellect capacity, directly, too small contingents of onward released armed forces 

workers. This paper provides the stages of designing the UAV and the principles of compound die 

design. 

3. Vijay sings Thau Rathod. et.al. (2020). In this paper, they wrote a review on a virtual system of 

compound die for a press machine. They studied that this press tool had significance like high rate 

of production and minimum per cost of the product. In the gift thesis, the intentions were given on 

quality improvement at the side of production rate also increase. Some drawbacks like spring back 

impact are often salaried in the planning of compound die.  

4. N. jyothirmayi. et.al. (2019). In this paper, the design and fabrication of a compound die to make 

a hexagonal washer were done. Blanking and piercing operations were used to make this 

Hexagonal Washer. In the present study, they designed and developed a compound die for the 

production of a hexagonal washer of an M15 bolt. The 2D modeling of the compound die was 

done using Solid works software. It was tried out on a Fly press. 

5. Shital Babasaheb Gaikwad.et.al. (2019). In this paper Design and Development of the 

compound, die was done. They developed a combined tool that is to be used in the improvement 

process of the three-wheeler vehicle product manufacturing plant. In this study, they combined the 

two separate processes. In the first operation blanking operation was to be done and the second 

piercing was done in the same product. They conclude that this combination of operations on this 

single setup reduces the production time, increases production rate, reduces cycle time, and 
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reduces cost as well. The design of compound die is dependent on the material of sheet metal and 

the complexity of design and operations. 

6. Sachin Salunkhe.et.al. (2019). In this study prediction of life of compound die punch was done 

using machine learning. They used a 3d model for the determination of maximum and minimum 

stresses of punch. Based on FE model results, a machine learning model is developed using linear 

regression, XGBoost, and support vector regression algorithms for the prediction of the life of the 

punch. Results revealed that the proposed machine learning model was higher prediction accuracy 

more than 99.5% compared to the artificial neural network (ANN) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy 

interference systems (ANFIS) model. The approach presented was tested and validated using data 

from FE on different compound die punches. 

7. Alexander V. Pogudkin.et.al. (2019). In this paper Research on reconstructed wafer surface 

planarity on the Metal-Compound-Silicon boundary for multi-chip modules with embedded dies 

was studied. In this paper, surface reliefs of the carrier with embedded die after molding with a 

variety of epoxy and silicone-based polymers have been investigated. They conclude that the 

minimum irregularity height of about 4 microns was achieved for the optimal combination of 

molding compound and polyimide coating in the minimum gap of about 250 microns. 

8. Wael Shaheen. et.al. (2019). In this study optimization of compound die piercing punches and 

double cutting process parameters using finite element analysis was studied. This paper 

investigates different types of compound die piercing punches and double-cutting operation 

parameters in terms of optimization using the finite element technique, the Taguchi method. The 

author analyzed the compound die using ANSYS software. The best piercing punch was selected 

based on the minimum burr height of the product. This study provided a better outcome compared 

to the available experimental data in the literature. The investigation also designed efficient 

compound dies resulting in improved product quality.  

9. Wael Hekmat Ahmed.et.al. (2019). In this paper Optimization of compound die design with 

double cutting process parameters and stress analysis using, Theoretical, Numerical, and Statistical 

methodology were studied. This study provides better outcomes compared to experimental data 

published in the literature. The final results indicate that the optimum design of the compound die 

can be achieved based on three criteria. This study provided a better prediction of burr height and 
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efficient use of compound dies. The findings provided optimum design and developed models of 

the compound die, improved product quality, lowest burr height compared with published data, 

and minimum stress levels for the compound die-cutting tools. 

10. Chanchin Wang. et.al. (2018). In this paper Determination of shrink fitting ratio to improve 

fatigue life o 2-layer compound forging die by considering elastoplastic deformation of the outer 

ring was studied. The author proposed a method to identify the optimal shrink fitting ratio by the 

use of a maser fatigue diagram to achieve maximum fatigue life where the working conditions 

under multi-stress tension-compression mode and various oscillation amplitudes are considered. 

The modified master fatigue diagram is applied to determine the optimal shrink fitting ratio for the 

2-layer compound forging die.  

11. Chanchin Wang. et.al. (2018). In this paper determination of shrink fitting ratio to improve 

fatigue life of 2-layer compound forging die by considering elastoplastic deformation of the outer 

ring was studied. They proposed a method to identify shrink fitting ratio and with the help of the 

master fatigue diagram, the results they obtain from the method of 0.2% yield stress and ultimate 

tensile stress boundaries after they modified the master fatigue diagram thus, they show the 

capability of improving fatigue life by increasing the shrink fitting ratio the elastoplastic region of 

the shrink ring material. 

12. C. Fanciulli.et.al. (2017). In this paper structural texture induced in SnSe thermoelectric 

compound via Open, Die Pressing was studied. The author presented the production and the 

characterization of bulk polycrystalline materials processed by open die pressing, aimed at 

reducing the gap with single-crystal materials by taking advantage of the high texture degree 

derived by the processing and by the improved phonon scattering by grain boundaries. The 

structural transition responsible for the ultra-low thermal conductivity has been investigated and 

possibly irreversible effects on the starting phase due to thermal cycling were evaluated.  

13. S. Vinoth. et.al. (2016). In this study Design and Stress analysis of the compound die washer tool 

was done. They used High carbon high chromium D2tool steel material for both blanking and 

piercing operations. D2 material with 38 HRC, which was used for sheet metal work on soft 

materials. To overcome the disadvantage of the compound tool becoming weak to overcome that 

problem they heat-treated the tool to increase the hardness of 58 HRC for hard material. All the 
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analysis was done on the software ANSYS. They concluded that heat-treated compound tools 

became capable of sheet metal work on hard materials. 

14. C. Yang. et.al. (2016). In this paper effects of wall slip on the rheological measurement and 

extrusion die design of a filled rubber compound was studied; they investigated the rheological 

properties of a filler-reinforced rubber compound using a rotor-less shear rheometer specially 

designed for rubber rotational rheometer with parallel-plate geometry. They aimed to evaluate the 

effects of wall slip on both the oscillatory and steady shear modes of the rotational rheometer. 

They further increased their investigation into engineering applications. They obtained extrusion 

die for a given extrudate profile using a finite-element model in which the wall slip is considered 

a boundary condition. They performed an extrusion experiment to validate the die. They concluded 

that for filled elastomers, it is necessary to consider the effect of wall slip in the extrusion die 

design.  

15. Huixia Liu. et.al. (2016). In this paper the author studied the Fabrication of Dish-shaped 

Microparts by laser Indirect shocking compound process was studied. This study includes deep 

drawing, punching, and blanking and these processes can be completed almost at the same time 

because the duration time of laser is quite short, A reasonable laser energy of 1550 MJ made the 

morphology, depth of deformation, dimensional accuracy and surface roughness achieve their best 

results when the thickness of the soft punches was 200 µm. The author stated that thicker soft 

punches may hinder the compound process due to the action of unloading waves based on the 

elastic wave theory. So, the greatest thickness of the soft punches was 200 µm. 

16. Subramanyam Pavuluri.et.al. (2016). In this paper Process of press tool design and its 

manufacturing for blanking operation was studied. In this particular study, an attempt is made to 

learn the press tool design, materials, manufacturing used for the press tool, and calculations 

involved in it. In this particular paper, a real-time design of a simple blanking press tool and 

manufacturing of a prototype is made along with an analysis where the output is a circular piece 

having a diameter of 20mm. The press machine is of mechanical type.  

17. Sachin Kashid. et.al. (2015). In this paper, they developed a CAD system for automatic modeling 

of compound dies. The proposed system was organized into nine modules. Modules were coded 

in Auto LISP language, and the user interface was created using visual basic and AutoCAD 
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software. The developed system can generate drawings of all major die components and die 

assembly automatically in the drawing editor of AutoCAD software. The system was tested 

successfully on a wide variety of sheet metal parts. This system can be implemented on a PC 

having AutoCAD software, its low cost made it affordable. 

18. Ankitesh Shrivastava.et.al. (2015). In this paper they Designed a compound die for the 

production of cutting blades for nano-active rotary paddy weeder. They calculated the clearances 

to be provided in the die to reduce the material consumption with a reduction in production cycle 

time. This die design gives an output with a 73% reduction in production time, with enhanced 

quality, and helped in mass production. This die design helped eliminate several processes such as 

marking, cutting, shaping, etc. 

19. Sachin Kashid. et.al. (2015). In this paper, the Selection, Modelling, and prediction of life of the 

stripper of the compound die were analyzed. The knowledge base was constructed through coding 

of production rules of IF-THEN variety in Auto LISP language. A CAD system was developed for 

automatic modeling of the tripper of the compound die. An artificial neural network (ANN) model 

was developed for the prediction of the life of the stripper. The proposed ANN model was trained 

by using FEM simulation results. A sample run was also demonstrated in this paper. 

20. B.V. Omidiji. et.al. (2015). In this paper Computer-Aided design of blanking and piercing 

operation was developed and analyzed. CAD software is used for the design and development of 

dies and punches, washer is used for validation of CAD. Visual Basic Language was used for the 

software, The developed CAD software greatly reduced the repetitive and cumbersome nature of 

designing for the operations in manufacturing industries. It enabled practitioners to quickly design 

and produce similar configurations of the design with relative ease. 

 

OBJECTIVE 

Our main is to analyze progressive die so that we can: 

1. Make the necessary changes in tooling material and the die itself to improve productivity. This can 

be done by knowing the stress acting on each part of the die as well as on tools that are used in the 

die. 
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2. Determine how we can reduce cost while improving the quality of the component manufactured. 

3. Give better and safer working conditions to the operator. 

4. Simplify the processes, so that even semi-skilled labour can perform the operations.  

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The design of Progressive dies is a complex and largely technical procedure. The different nature of 

products produced by Progressive dies demands a high position of knowledge on the part of the bones 

developer that can only be achieved through times of practical experience. Selection of the type and proper 

confines of bones factors is a major exertion for designing a Progressive bone. The traditional styles of 

carrying out this task bear moxie and are largely homemade and thus tedious, time- consuming, and error-

prone. Commercially available CAD/ CAM systems are aiding in the drafting and analysis of the bones 

design process, but mortal moxie is still demanded to arrive at the final design. Also, the high cost 

associated with setting up similar systems is relatively frequently beyond the reach of small and medium- 

sized distance essence diligence, especially in developing countries. To overcome these problems, there's 

an critical need to develop an intelligent system for emulsion die design to help die contrivers and process 

itineraries working in distance essence diligence, especially small and medium- sized stamping diligence. 

The system should be able of furnishing an intelligent aid to the bones contrivers for automating the major 

conditioning of the emulsion die design process including the selection of bones factors. Our thing is to 

give the needed product at the minimal cost.  

Methodology 

The design of compound dies generally depends on the types of operations that need to be performed and 

even on the materials of both die and work. It helps the designers to design the compound die in such a 

manner that allows it to perform the requisite actions efficiently. The steps for die design are as follows:  

 Literature Survey 

 Design of Die 

 Design Calculations 
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 Material Selection 

 Stress analysis of the design 

 Cost Estimation 

 Die Manufacturing 

 Sampling and Testing 

 Making Changes Based on the testing 

 

Bill Of Material 
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Design Calculation 

A. Blanking Operation  

Length of Cut = 131.07 mm  

1. Shear Force Calculation 

Shear Force = Length of cut x Thickness x Shear Strength  

= 131.07 x 1 x 400  

= 52428 N  

2. Total Shear force 

Total Shear force = 2 x Shear force  

= 2 x 52428  

= 104856 N 

3. Stripping Force 

Stripping Force = 20% of total shear force  

= 0.2 x 104856  

= 20971.2 N  
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4. Press Force  

Press Force = Total shear Force + Stripping Force  

= 104856 + 20971.2 

= 125827.2 N  

5. Press tonnage /capacity  

Press tonnage /capacity = Press Force/Press Efficiency  

= 125827.2/0.70  

= 179753.143 N 

= 18.32 Tons  

B. Piercing Operation  

Length of Cut = 21.99 mm  

1. Shear Force Calculation  

Shear Force = Length of cut x Thickness x Shear Strength  

= 21.99 x 1 x 400  

= 8796 N 

2. Total Shear force  

Total Shear force = 2 x Shear force 

= 2 x 8796 

= 17592 N 

3. Stripping Force  

Stripping Force = 20% of total shear force 

= 0.2 x 17592  

= 3518.4 N 

4. Press Force  

Press Force = Total shear Force + Stripping Force  

= 17592 + 3518.4  

= 21110.4 N  

5. Press tonnage /capacity  

Press tonnage /capacity = Press Force/Press Efficiency  

= 21110.4/0.70 

= 30157.7143 N  

= 3.1 Tons 
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Design and Analysis 

 

 

Figure 1(a)Top Plate-Von mises Stress [Blanking] 
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     Figure 1(b) Top Plate – Displacement [Blanking] 

 

 

Figure 1(c) Top Plate - Von mises Stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 1(d) Top Plate – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2(a) Punch Plate – Von mises Stress [Blanking] 
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Figure 2(b) Punch Plate – Displacement [Blanking] 

 

Figure 2(c) Punch Plate – Von mises Stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 2(d) Punch Plate – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

Figure 3(a) Punch Back Plate – Von mises Stress [Blanking] 
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Figure 3(b) Punch Back Plate – Displacement [Blanking] 

 

Figure 3(c) Punch Back Plate – Von mises stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 3(d) Punch Back Plate – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

Figure 4(a) Die Plate – Von mises stress [Blanking] 
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Figure 4(b) Die Plate – Displacement [Blanking] 

 

Figure 4(c) Die Plate – Von mises stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 4(d) Die Plate – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

Figure 5(a) Stripper Plate – Von mises stress [Blanking] 
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Figure 5(b) Stripper Plate – Displacement [Blanking] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5(c) Stripper Plate – Von mises stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 5(d) Stripper Plate – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6(a) Injection Plate – Von mises stress [Blanking] 
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Figure 6(b) Injection Plate –Displacement [Blanking] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6(c) Injection Plate –Von mises stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 6(d) Injection Plate – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7(a) Base Plate – Von mises stress [Blanking] 
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Figure 7(b) Base Plate – Displacement [Blanking] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7(c) Base Plate – Von mises stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 7(d) Base Plate – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8(a) Punch – Von mises stress [Blanking] 
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Figure 8(b) Punch – Displacement [Blanking] 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8(c) Punch – Von mises stress [Piercing] 
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Figure 8(d) Punch – Displacement [Piercing] 

 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

After studying of various research papers of press tools, the final design is prepared after the part design 

has been specified and all requirements affecting the design of compound die have been clarified. During 

the course of the project, a systemic approach has been followed in the design and development of 

compound die. 

The designing of the compound die may conclude that it will decrease the machining time for the 

manufacturing of the components which were being produced by blanking and piercing operation, this 

compound die combines the two processes blanking and piercing operation in a single die which elevates 

the chances of productivity, efficiency, decrease in labour cost, decrease in cost of production. 

At the end of this project work, the following activities are completed. 

1. Component study 

2. Component drawings 

3. Tool Design – Assembly Drawings and Detail Drawings 

4. Stress and Displacement Analysis  

5. Cost Estimation 

There was a lot of learning during the course of the project. The design and development have been 

successfully completed. 

http://www.ijnrd.org/
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